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Quantification of material degrading solar UV radiation exposure is an issue insufficiently and controversially
handled in the field of outdoor material testing thus far. A majority of the experiments rely on broadband estimates
of exposing UV doses, despite the knowledge on vast spatial and temporal differences in spectral distribution
of solar UV exposure. In addition, they ignore the specificity of material sensitivities to UV radiation induced
damages, albeit strong evidence on large differences on sensitivities does exist.

To address these questions, Finnish Meteorological Institute with partners has launched a series of multi-
disciplinary research projects focusing on UV radiation induced and assisted degradation of polymeric materials.
A weathering network consisting of six European sites has been established, providing a range of different levels
of solar terrestrial UV radiation for natural exposure of material samples. This contribution reports the field
experiments conducted within the network. Material samples have been weathered over time periods of varying
lengths on the sites of the network. As indications of material ageing, changes in the properties of the samples
have been examined by various post-exposure tests.

The presentation starts with describing the solar terrestrial UV radiation measurements conducted at each
site during the experiment. Cumulative spectrally resolved UV exposures accumulated over the weathering
periods are derived for one selected site. Property changes observed in the aged samples are overviewed.
Knowledge on the spectral sensitivities of the materials is exploited to further derive a more truthful estimate
on the damaging UV exposure. The difference to the broadband doses not weighted by the material specific
sensitivities is demonstrated. Finally, the resulting estimates on UV exposures are used in explaining the property
changes of the samples. Separation of the degrading effect of UV radiation versus other environmental factors
emerging from the analysis is presented.


